Case Study

Christian Aid – Giving a voice to communities
fighting global poverty using iCasework
Deploying a digital case management solution to collect feedback from communities
Christian Aid deploys a new case management
solution to improve feedback collection and
analysis - helping to shape future relief and
development programmes based on
community voices.

Collecting feedback digitally
Christian Aid believes poverty is an injustice
and that those who experience war, poverty,
and hunger are agents of change. Christian Aid
value those communities' opinions and
capture their ideas to improve their lives and
the world around them.
They do this by putting people and
communities at the centre of everything they
do, ensuring that their voices reach and
influence the very core of the organisation.
Situated in 14 countries and 2 regions,
Christian Aid wanted to change how they
collected feedback. Jenny Burns, Digital
Advisor at Christian Aid, said, "Previously, we
collected feedback using paper forms,
notebooks and spreadsheets. But, we knew
there were limits on how much, and how
reliably, data could be collected in this way."
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Christian Aid wanted to digitise and learn
more efficiently from all feedback cases
and improve the ability to interrogate and
analyse data, helping the team to:
• Understand root causes of service
issues
• Prove decisions being made were
having the desired effect and therefore
reassure impacted individuals and
communities
• Build an evidence base to help improve
practice and programmes.

Key outcomes

14
countries where the system
was rolled out to

7,000
cases collected and analysed
in the 1st year

Christian Aid collaborated with teams running
major programmes in four countries to build a
business case and issue a tender for a digital
solution to help achieve their goals.
They selected Civica to deliver the change
they needed with a bespoke solution based
on iCasework, the case management
platform. iCasework makes it easy to
capture feedback, manage cases, and
analyse information to gain the insights
and intelligence Christian Aid was after.
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"Previously, we collected
feedback using paper forms,
notebooks and spreadsheets.
But, we knew there were limits
on how much, and how reliably,
data could be collected in
this way."
Jenny Burns
Digital Advisor, Christian Aid
Image: Mark Daga, at a hygiene kit distribution funded by
Christian Aid’s Covid appeal in Adagi community,
Benue State, Nigeria, November 2020.

Case Study
Integrating with KoBoToolbox

1 year, 7,000 feedback items

Doing things differently

Civica built a solution known as 'Compass',
based on iCasework as the back-end data
storage, case management, analysis and
reporting engine. In addition, Civica integrated
iCasework with KoBoToolbox to develop the
front-end feedback capture form.

Christian Aid rolled out Compass to 14
countries over the course of a year. "We
managed this extensive roll-out despite the
pandemic reducing funding, human capacity
and limiting fieldwork" says Jenny.

In addition to the feedback, the solution allows
metadata collection, such as feedback
category, selected from a pre-defined dropdown list. Using metadata, Christian Aid can
examine cases within iCasework to identify
and analyse root causes.

KoBoToolbox, an open-source toolset for field
data collection using mobile phones and
tablets — was already used by in-country
teams for other purposes, which reduced the
need for training. In addition, KoBoToolbox
allows online and offline data collection, with
data captured offline uploaded to iCasework
once an internet connection becomes
available.

To date, Compass has collected around 7,000
pieces of feedback relating to programmes in
those countries. Feedback is collected by
Christian Aid staff, local partner staff, or
community representatives. "Collecting
feedback isn't an activity in its own right: we
listen whenever someone wants to talk" says
Jenny. "Integration of iCasework with
KoBoToolbox, which we already use to collect
other data, makes it easy to switch to the
relevant form."

Christian Aid is working hard
right now on anti-racism and
decolonisation of aid.

As they integrate Civica's solution into their
everyday business activities, Christian Aid is
next looking at how it can act continue to
learn from the case feedback.

"Before we started collecting metadata, we
couldn't do this type of analysis" says Jenny.
"We've discovered, for example, that a quarter
of feedback items are requests for assistance.
This helps us understand why people are still
making these requests or why they've been
missed by a programme."
"We're incredibly proud of Compass and its
potential to help us do things differently" says
Jenny. "Christian Aid is working hard right now
on anti-racism and decolonisation of aid.
Compass gives us the potential to design and
adapt programmes and influence senior
management based on the voices of people in
country."

Outcomes
• Feedback collected and analysed from a
system rolled out to 14 countries
• 7,000 cases of feedback collected and
analysed in the first year
• Online or offline data collection on desired
channels which when collected offline is
uploaded once internet connectivity is
available
• Enhanced analysis and learning through
the collection of metadata
• Ability to design and adapt programmes
based on the voices of people in the
country.

Compass gives us the potential
to design and adapt
programmes and influence
senior management based on
the voices of people in country."
Jenny Burns
Digital Advisor, Christian Aid
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